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Moulton approaches the subject in a fast-paced and engaging style
that she honed through years of newspaper reporting. Her interest in
the handcarts grew in part out of her husband having handcart pioneer
ancestors and from her own long-standing interest in overland emigration. The book is at its best when she draws upon her strengths, including her own expertise regarding the trail and trail narratives, and allows
individuals to speak for themselves and tell their own stories. In allowing these voices to be heard, Moulton presents themes long associated
with the handcart story—faith, devotion, sacrifice, heartache, tragedy
and triumph. These themes are at the heart of why thousands of Latterday Saints each year push and pull handcarts in multi-day reenactments known as the “trek.”
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German Americans on the Middle Border takes a geographic approach to
evaluate the place of German immigrants during the American Civil
War and Reconstruction. Zachary Stuart Garrison focuses primarily on
German immigrants who settled on what he calls the Middle Border,
the area along the Ohio River, from its confluence with the Mississippi
River northward to the Mississippi’s confluence with the Missouri River.
This natural line in the midwestern landscape divided freedom from
slavery and represented the intersection of northern, southern, and
western political ideologies.
Taking this spatial view allows Garrison to update the traditional
historiography of German immigrants’ inherent opposition to slavery
due to their beliefs in civil liberties and their European experiences. The
author sees a more complex picture and convincingly argues that not
all German Americans held abolitionist views. Instead, the passage of
the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 and its threat to the survival of the
United States inspired German immigrants to overcome their own ideological differences and briefly unite in opposition to slavery as an institution that not only limited individual freedoms but also restricted
the advancement of society as a whole. When the Civil War broke out,
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who made Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin their home. Did Germans
in Iowa not as eagerly participate in the discourse over slavery as their
neighbors in Missouri? Did they not as willingly fight for the Union because they did not live in close proximity to the South? Did Germans in
Iowa experience ethnic unity as Radical Republicans during the Civil
War? Did they too revert to various interest groups at the end of Reconstruction? Historians should conduct such an important comparative
study and find answers to these questions because discovery of differences in ideology would not only underline Garrison’s argument but
also substantiate the argument that German Americans were more divided than united as an ethnic group despite American perceptions to
the opposite.
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Author Evan Kutzler has performed exhaustive research to put together
his contribution to the relatively new field of the history of senses in his
Living by Inches: The Smells, Sounds, Tastes, and Feeling of Captivity in Civil
War Prisons. The book is, in fact, organized by these senses, as the author
systematically pursues and then recounts prisoner perceptions of sight,
smell, touch, hearing, and taste, in that order, during their captivity. Indeed, he pursues even greater specificity, as each chapter emphasizes
but one or two aspects of the sense involved. For example, both sight
and smell are explored by the limits of those senses (sight at night, and
as anosmia takes over); then Kutzler explains touch through the ubiquity of lice, and the prisoners’ battle against the pests, and hearing
through both noise and silence (even noting the impacts of the absence
of some sounds, such as church bells). The chapter on taste focuses on
food as a key prisoner preoccupation and the search for wholesome food
as key to survival—efforts, usually in vain, to avoid the scourges of prisons, diarrhea and dysentery.
This work is another addition to the recent renaissance in studies of
Civil War prisons and prisoners of war. Unlike other works in this field,
however, Kutzler’s aim is to organize and record the subjective responses
of both Union and Confederate prisoners of war to their sensory environment. His aim focuses on the subjective past as noted by individuals,

